Missed injury in patients with severe traumatic brain injury complicated by multiple trauma.
The aim of this study was to investigate retrospectively the multiple injuries prone to be missed in 432 cases. The cases were divided into two groups, i.e., whether the missed injury was found during admission or follow up. The mean ISS value, ratio of patients of cases with GCS < 8, and mortality were calculated and compared. The incidences of missed diagnosis of various body parts were calculated and compared with one another to identify the multiple injuries prone to be missed during the diagnosis for severe traumatic brain injury patients accompanied by multiple trauma. Among the 432 patients, 54 patients had missed injuries. The mean ISS value and the ratio of patients of cases GCS < 8 in the missed group were higher compared with those in the non-missed group. The missed diagnosis ratio of various body parts had significant differences. Injuries in the optic nerve and abdomen were the more often missed injuries in the diagnosis. The multiple trauma severity and coma degree impact diagnoses for severe TBI complicated by multiple injuries is highly accurate. The early diagnosis of injury is of the highest importance so that the injury may be treated immediately.